PUBLICATIONS

Summary: Books = 3
Chapters in books = 25
Full refereed journal papers = >170
Refereed conference papers = >140
Keynote addresses = >60
Other invited addresses = 400 plus
Self-initiated addresses = 150 plus

A) Books


   Now also printed in Japanese, 2003
   Now also printed in Chinese, 2009.

B) Clinical DVD’s


C) Commissioned Papers and Position Papers

1. McGill, S.M. There is no such thing as non-specific back pain. A position paper written for the Centre of Research Excellence: Musculoskeletal Disorders. Faculty of Applied Health Sciences, University of Waterloo, 2009.


D) Full Refereed Journal Papers
*Indicates first authors who were students at time of development of the paper.


21. McGill, S.M., There is no such thing as non-specific back pain. A position paper written for the Centre of Research Excellence: Musculoskeletal Disorders. www.cre-msd.uwaterloo.ca


